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First, I apologize about the long delay in returning this review.

In this paper, the authors use data from a permanent seismic network to explore the
seismic signals generated by an extreme precipitation event in the south of France. The
data provide insights into the flood generated on one of the highly affected rivers and
identify a swarm of small earthquakes apparently triggered by the storm. I found this an
interesting and nice-presented paper. Destructive floods like the one described here are
indeed difficult to observe using traditional methods, and this paper demonstrates the
potential of seismic methods for flood observation. As well, it’s not so often that major
flash floods occur within such a conveniently laid out seismic network, so it’s great to see
this opportunity exploited. Overall, I found this an enjoyable paper to read, and I have no
major concerns to raise, just some relatively minor comments about clarifications and
presentation. 

Our response: We thank the Reviewer for the helpful review and nice words. Please find
below our replies to the Reviewer’s comments.

How were the thresholds for the peaks selected? It would be nice to indicate both the start
and end of each peak in figure 2 – you’ve selected a set of points for each peak in fig. 2G,
but we can’t tell exactly what those correspond to in the time series. It could also be
interesting to identify on the waveform and power plots where the breaks in slope in fig.
2G are. Especially with the different units, it’s a little difficult to compare to panel A.
Otherwise, I really like figure 2!

Our response: Thank you for this comment. We determine the thresholds manually; they
delimit the values in seismic power when the seismic power strongly and rapidly
increases. We will add the following sentence (in italics) to the manuscript (Lines 91-92):

“Their start and end times are marked in color in Figure 2, and the seismic power
thresholds used to define the maxima are shown in Figure B3. We determine the
thresholds manually; they delimit the values in seismic power when the seismic power
strongly and rapidly increases.”



We thank the Reviewer for this helpful suggestion. We added the peak end times as
vertical dashed lines to Figure 2 and Figure B5:

Figure 2. Analysis of continuous seismic signals recorded during storm Alex. Seismic
power (PSD) averaged for 1-20 Hz and recorded at stations A. SPIF, B. BELV, and C.
TURF. The results of the runoff simulation are marked in yellow (CN60), light green
(CN70), and green (CN80), where CN denotes three different basin saturation scenarios:
CN70 (moderate saturation), CN60, and CN50 (rather dry conditions). Seismic power is
smoothed with a moving time window of 30 min and the runoff is calculated with a 5-min
time step. D. Vertical ground velocity recorded at the SPIF station filtered in 1-50 Hz. E.
Peak frequency calculated for each 200 s segment. Peak frequency and corresponding
time segment are marked in the same color. F. Backazimuth (smoothed over three 30-min
consecutive time windows) calculated at the SPIF station averaged over 3-8 Hz and its
standard deviations (dashed lines). G. Seismic power in the 2-10 Hz frequency band
versus seismic power in 10-45 Hz at SPIF station. All results are shown from 07:00 UTC
October 2 to 07:00 UTC October 3, 2020.



Figure B5. SPIF station seismic data analysis and meteorological data. A. Vertical ground
velocity recorded filtered in 1-50 Hz. B. Peak frequency calculated for each 200 s
segment. C. Rainfall measured by the rain gauge at located at Saint-Martin Vésubie. This
is the closest rain gauge to the SPIF station located at the distance of 1.9 km. The
measurement stopped when the instrument was destroyed. Lightning in the distance <15
km from the SPIF station. Each circle represents a lightning strike, the larger and the
darker the circle the closer the lightening. D. Seismic power calculated in windows of
200s. Peak frequency, corresponding time segment, and seismic power (PSD) are marked
in the same color.

The detection of an earthquake swarm related to the storm is quite interesting. This is not
my expertise, so I can’t properly comment on this aspect, but I found the discussion clear
and reasonable. I do wonder if you’ve tried calculating dv/v over this time period? Maybe
this would provide some insight into the state of the subsurface in the months after the
storm?

Our response: Thank you for this suggestion. We agree with the Reviewer that
measurements of relative seismic velocity changes (dv/v) could provide additional insights
into the state of the subsurface before, during, and after the storm. Such analysis is
beyond the scope of this short communication but can be performed in future studies.

We will add one sentence on this topic in the Discussion section (end of section 4.2):

“In future studies, measurements of relative seismic velocity changes (dv/v, e.g.,
Brenguier et al., 2008; Illien et al., 2022) could provide additional insights into the state



of the subsurface before, during, and after the storm.”

Line 54: this statement makes it sound like there was higher rainfall in 1997, but I guess
1997 was just when the record starts. This should be made clear, as it’s a big difference.

Our response: Thank you for pointing this out. We will change this phrase to:

“Although heavy rainfalls occur regularly in autumn in the Mediterranean region, the storm
Alex maximum daily rainfall was the highest since the beginning of the rainfall
measurements in 1997. The continuous regional rainfall COMEPHORE database used in
this study started in 1997, Figure 1C.”

Line 68: “particularly adequate” is a strange combination. Particularly suitable?

Our response: We will change this phrase to particularly suitable.

Lines 79-80: this is basically a repeat of lines 58-60

Our response: Thank you for noticing it, we will remove the repetition from Lines 79-80.

Line 156: Roth et al., 2016 could be cited here

Our response: We will add the citation of Roth et al., 2016 to this sentence.

Line 161: it’s not clear how are proposing that a slope failure would cause a sustained
change in the peak frequency? I could imagine a slope failure that increases the local river
noise (due to sediment input, geometry changes, roughness, etc) in a more distant
segment, but I’d think that the failures themselves would produce much more punctuated
signals.

Our response: We agree with the Reviewer that a slope failure would cause punctuated
signals. However, failures of adjacent river banks could deliver coarse-grained material
into the river which can possibly generate lower frequencies (e.g., Burtin et al., 2011;
Farin et al. 2019).

We will modify this part of the manuscript as follows:

“Therefore, the observed drop in the peak frequency (down to 4 Hz) that temporally
correlates with the occurrence of the second seismic power maximum at the SPIF station
(Figure 2A, E) can potentially be generated by a more distant source or by coarser grains,
originating from e.g., slope failures, since they might generate lower frequencies (e.g.,
Burtin et al., 2011; Farin et al., 2019).”

Line 183: you haven’t been mentioning times throughout this paragraph, so specifying
night here sounds a bit funny – like there’s something diurnal that makes the time of day
matter, which I guess is not the intention.

Our response: We will change the phrase from “At night,” to “Next,”.

Lines 199-205: Could the lack of peaks also be influenced by the larger sampling area of
the TURF station? Because of its farther distance, it will have a similar sensitivity to a
pretty long stretch of channel, which should smooth out moving peaks.

Our response: Thank you for this pertinent comment. We agree with the Reviewer that
the lack of peaks can also be related to the sensitivity of the TURF station that samples a
more extended river segment.



We will add the following sentences in Lines 199-205:

“The absence of the two main maxima on the TURF station can be related to a lack of
sensitivity of this station to the bedload transport due to its large distance from the river
(~6 km). Farther distance means stronger geometrical attenuation at higher frequencies
versus lower frequencies, and thus lower sensitivity to bedload compared to water flow
(Gimbert et al., 2014). Also, this station samples a longer river segment because of its
farther distance, which could smooth out moving peaks.”

Line 237: stick with “central”, not “middle”

Our response: Thank you, we will use “central” in this paragraph.

Fig. 1: the precipitation colors on top of the Google earth colors make this a bit busy. It is
ok – we can see the precip pattern, but it might look much nicer with a hillshade for the
background. In panel D, the labels on the waveform y-axes are too crowded. Maybe you
could make panel C shorter to give panel D a little more space? 

Our response: Thank you for this comment. We shifted panels C and D in Figure 1 to the
right, and we also shifted panel C to the top of the figure to give panel D a bit more space.

Fig. 2: It would be helpful to have the frequency range used for A-C in the caption

Our response: We added the frequency range to the caption (see above). 
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